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Abstract
A closed form representation is given for the matrix S that sweeps out a single column.
This includes the integer as well as the unitary and regular cases. The closed form is built
up from the 2 2 case. The product rule for adjoints is used to show that the dual of this
procedure is precisely the completion procedure, which completes a single column to a matrix
B such that SB D BS D diagonal. This construction underlines the fact that the completion
and elimination processes are complementary. By permuting rows suitably, the matrices may
be assumed to be in lower Hessenberg form. © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The two most fundamental procedures in matrix theory deal with the completion
and elimination of a single column. That is, given a column a
(i) complete (embed) a (in)to a matrix B with a certain prescribed property (invert-
ible, unimodular, etc.)
(ii) eliminate (sweep out) all but one of its entries by using a matrix S of a certain
prescribed type (unimodular, unitary, etc.)
The former deals with spanning questions, while the latter is essentially concerned
with eliminating redundancies from an intersection of sets.
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We shall show that these two aims can simultaneously be realized by using
matrices S and B that satisfy
SB D BS D diagonal:
These concepts of “creation” and “annihilation” are in total balance, much as the
Hindu gods Brahma and Shiva supply the corresponding realization for the human
universe.
In particular, given a suitable n 1 column vector a, over a suitable commutative
ringR, our aim is to find n n matrices S and B such that
.1/ Sa D dne1 .2/ Be1 D a .3/ SB D BS D diagonal;
for some dn which depends on the column a.
We recall the well-known fact that over any commutative ring,
M  adj.M/ D det.M/I D adj.M/ M
In addition we add here the special requirements that
Sa D dne1 and adj.S/e1 D det.S/a:
To get an indication of how to do this, we shall be guided by the product rule for
adjoints
adj.AB/ D adj.B/  adj.A/:
Needless to say, B acts like a “delay”-inverse of S, the key aspect being the “or-
thogonality” of their columns. The perhaps somewhat surprising aspect is that these
processes are complementary!
There are two ways of tackling this question. Namely,
(a) solve the problem for n D 2 and then build up a solution for general n, giving a
“spliced” solution,
(b) solve the problem for arbitrary n in one step. However, not all one-step solu-
tions can be thought of as spliced solutions, as seen from the Witt–Householder
transformation [1,4].
We shall only consider the construction of type (a), which as special cases will
include the Givens rotations, the Hermite rotations and the “regular” rotations. These
correspond to the cases where dn D kak; gcd.ai/ or J.a/. The latter is the idem-
potent that spans the ideal generated by the entries in a. Indeed, we shall show that
in all three cases the final resulting matrix has a particular Hessenberg form, which
is characteristic of our construction. The completion process for the integer column
was shown by Hermite [2], but the closed forms for the “spliced” S and its dual B, as
well as their interrelation, appears to be new. As expected, the diagonal matrix will
change from application to application, and will of course also depend on the choice
of dn.
Before we start our construction, let us first give some definitions.
For a D Ta1; : : : ; anUT we set ak D Ta1; : : : ; akUT. We shall call two vectors a and
b orthogonal if aTb D 0. The four cases that we have in mind are where R D F
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(a field), C or FTU, and the special local case where each ak is regular for each k D
1; 2; : : : ; n. The unit vectors in the identity matrix will be denoted by ei , respectively.
We also need the cyclic matrix X D Ten; e1; : : : ; en−1U and we denote the range,
rowspace, rank and the nullspace of a matrix ./ by: R./, RS./, r./ and N./,
respectively. All our rings will be commutative with 1 and throughout n > 1.
2. The “ideal” recurrence relation
The key aspect of this paper is the dominant role played by the following “ideal”
recurrence relation. Suppose we are given a vector Ta1; : : : ; anU and sequences
.ri; si /; i D 1; : : : ; n− 1, over ring R. The ideal recurrence relation is defined for
k D 2; : : : ; n− 1 by
d2 D a1r1 C a2s1; (1)
dkC1 D dkrk C akC1sk: (2)
The outputs di will have properties that depend on the inputs .ai; ri; si / i.e., on
the particular setting that one is interested in. We see at once from (1), (2) that the
(right) ideal dkR generated by dk is contained in the ideal generated by fa1; : : : ; akg,
i.e.,
dkR  a1RC    C akR: (3)
Indeed, if we back substitute then we see that for k D 2; : : : ; n,
dk D a1h.k/1 C a2h.2/2 C    C akh.k/k D hTk ak; (4)
where hTk D Th.k/1 ; h.2/2 ; : : : ; h.k/k U is k  1.
Observe that h1 and d1 do not enter into our computations.
To find the coefficients we note that
dkC1D.a1h.k/1 C a2h.k/2 C    C akh.k/k /rk C akC1sk
D.a1h.k/1 rk C a2h.k/2 rk C    C akh.k/k rk/C akC1sk;
from which we see that
hTkC1 D TrkhTk ; skU; k D 2; 3; : : : ; n− 1: (5)
In particular,
hT2 D Tr1; s1U;
hT3 D Tr2r1; r2s1; s2U;
hT4 D Tr3r2r1; r3r2s1; r3s2; s3U; etc:
Conversely, given the hTk D Th.k/1 ; h.2/2 ; : : : ; h.k/k U we may recover the strings
.ri; si /, but they will not be unique. One particular choice for the ri and si is given
by
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sk D h.k/k and rk D hTkC1

ak
0

D a1h.kC1/1 C    C akh.kC1/k : (6)
For later use we define the product
pk D d2; d3; : : : ; dk; k D 2; 3; : : : ; n: (7)
If in addition to (1) we assume that
dk j ak; k > 2; (8)
i.e., dk divides each of the a1; : : : ; ak , then
dkR D a1RC    C akR  a1RC    C akC1R D dkC1R: (9)
This means that dk D dkC1x for some x, i.e., dkC1 j dk.
With the ideal recurrence relation we may associate the “ideal” matrices
R2 D

r1 s1
−a2 a1

; Rk D

rk−1 sk−1
−ak dk−1

; k D 3; : : : ; n− 1; (10)
which have respective determinants of d2; d3; : : : They also have the 2 1 sweep-out
property that Rk eliminates ak, i.e.,
r1 s1
−a2 a1
 
a1
a2

D

d2
0

;

rk−1 sk−1
−ak dk−1
 
dk−1
ak

D

dk
0

; k > 3:
Let us now embed these 2 2 ideal matrices into n n matrices to obtain the
needed “planar” rotations.
3. Shiva at work
We begin with the “destructive” . Shiva/ part of this paper. Given a vector a,
and a set of coefficients .ri ; si /that satisfy (1) and (2). Our aim is to use the ideal
recurrence relation to eliminate all but one of the entries in a column a. For conveni-
ence we keep the top entry. We begin by expanding the 2 1 sweep matrices to the
corresponding n n planar rotations which only act on the plane containing rows 1
and k. That is,
G1k.dk−1; ak/ D

Xk 0
0 In−k

;
with Xk D
24rk−1 sk−1Ik−2
−ak dk−1
35 ; (11)
k D 2; : : : ; n. In particular
X2 D

r1 s1
−a2 a1

:
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It should be noted that the non-zero entries in the matrix G1k – which we shall
shorten to Gk – are situated in the .1; 1/, .1; k/, .k; 1/ and .k; k/ positions.
As anticipated, we may now apply the planar rotations repeatedly to sweep out
the entire n 1 column a. Indeed we have
G2.a1; a2/a D
26664
d2
0
a3
:::
37775 and G3.d2; a3/
26664
d2
0
a3
:::
37775 D
2666664
d3
0
0
a4
:::
3777775 ; etc:
The output after the first k rotations yields
G.k/a D
266666666664
dk
0
:::
0
akC1
:::
an
377777777775
; (12)
where G.k/ is the k-step sweep matrix
G.k/ D Gk.dk−1; ak/   G3.d2; a3/G2.a1; a2/: (13)
This matrix is n n and clearly depends on a as well as on the ri ; si and hi . When
k D n, we obtain the Shiva matrix Sn D G.n/ which satisfies
Sna D dne1: (14)
For example when n D 3 we have G.3/ D G3.d2; a3/:G2.a1; a2/ which has the
form 
X3 0
0 In−3
24X2 0 00 1 0
0 0 In−3
35
D
2664
r2 0 s2 0
0 1 0 0
−a3 0 d2 0
0 0 0 In−3
3775
2664
r1 s1 0 0
−a2 a1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 In−3
3775
D
2664
r2r1 r2s1 s2 0
−a2 a1 0 0
−a3r1 −a3s1 d2 0
0 0 0 In−3
3775 D diag.S3; In−3/:
Permuting the first row in S3 to the last position, subsequently results in the
desired Hessenberg form.
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Having disposed of the initial case with a small number of terms, let us now turn
to the general case.
4. The Brahma–Shiva equilibrium
We shall now give a closed form expression for the k-step sweep matrix in the
form
G.k/ D
kY
jD3
Gj.dj ; ajC1/G2.a1; a2/ D

Sk 0
0 In−k

; k > 2;
where Sk is k  k and depends on the parameters ai;hi and di . As a by-product
we demonstrate that the elimination of a column a, by a Shiva matrix of the form
Sn D G.n/, is automatically coupled with the creation of a suitable embedding for
the same column a, in a dual Brahma matrix Bn. We may state:
Theorem 1. Let ak;hk; k D 1; : : : ; n and ri; si ; di i D 1; : : : ; n− 1, be given as in
(2) and (5). Then the k-step sweep matrix G.k/ has the form
G.k/ D

Sk 0
0 In−k

;
where
Sk D
26666664
hTk
−a2 a1 0 : : : 0
−a3hT2 d2
:::
:::
.
.
. 0
−akhTk−1 dk−1
37777775 : (15)
In addition
(a) Sna D dne1
(b) det.Sn/ D pk D d2d3    dk:
Proof. We shall prove this by induction on k and shall derive several auxiliary
recurrences to aid us in the process. For k D 3, it was shown just following equa-
tion (14). The inductive step consists of showing that if G.k/ D diag.Sk; In−k/, then
GkC1G.k/ D G.kC1/: That is, diag.XkC1; 0/:diag.Sk; 1; In−k/ D diag.SkC1; In−k−1/.
This follows form the following recurrence relation.
Lemma 1. If .ai; ri ; si ; di; Si/ satisfy (2) and (15), then
XkC1

Sk 0
0 1

D SkC1: (16)
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Proof. Recalling (5), this takes the form
24 rk 0 sk0 Ik−1 0
−akC1 0 dk
35
266666666664
hTk 0
−a2 a1 0 : : : 0
−a3hT2 d2
::: 0
:::
.
.
. 0
−akhTk−1 dk−1
0 : : : 1
377777777775
D
26666666664
rkhTk sk
−a2 a1 0 : : : 0
−a3hT2 d2
::: 0
:::
.
.
. 0
−akhTk−1 dk−1
−akC1hTk dk
37777777775
;
which is precisely the .k C 1/ .k C 1/ matrix SkC1, as desired.
(a) Since
G.k/a/ D
26664
Skak
akC1
:::
an
37775 ;
we only need to examine Skak. Its first entry, on account of (4), has the form hTk ak D
dk, while its second entry equals T−a2; a1Ua2 D 0. Likewise for the ith entry with
i > 3, we see that T−aihTi−1; di−1Uai D −ai.hTi−1ai−1//C di−1ai , which again by
(4) collapses to −aidi−1 C di−1ai D 0.
(b) Because det.Gk/ D dk , it immediately follows that det.G.k// D d2d3    dk D
pk and det.Sn/ D det.G.n// D pn.
We note in passing that the Sk are nested. In other words, Sk is a leading principal
submatrix in Sn, i.e.,
Sn D

Sk ?
? ?

:
We next turn to the Brahma part of the duality by introducing the dual matrix Bn
which is defined by
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Bn D
2666666666664
an −s1 −s2a2 −siai −sn−1an−1
r1
0 d2r2 : : :
.
.
.
::: diri
.
.
.
0 : : : 0 dn−1rn−1
3777777777775
; (17)
where as before the ai; ri ; si ; di ;hi are defined as in (2) and (5). Again this matrix is
nested.
We shall now show that Bn admits a factorization similar to the one that holds for
Sn, which is not surprising once we realize that Bn is closely related to the adjoint of
Sn. To this effect we first introduce the matrices Uk D adj.Gk/; k D 2; 3; : : :, which
take the form
Uk D adj.Gk/ D

Zk 0
0 dkIn−k

;
where
Z2 D

a1 −s1
a2 r1

and Zk D
24dk−1 0 −sk−10 dkIk−2 0
ak 0 rk−1
35 ; k > 3: (18)
We also introduce the associated rotation matrices
Hk D

Yk 0
0 In−k

; (19)
in which
Y2 D

a1 −s1
a2 r1

and
Yk D
24 1 0 −sk−10 Ik−2 0
ak 0 dk−1rk−1
35 for k > 3: (20)
Again by (2) we see that det.Hk/ D det.Yk/ D dk, while det.Zk/ D dk−1k . Ana-
logously to (13), we now define the partial product
H.k/ D H2H3   Hk; k D 2; 3; : : : ; n;
which has a determinant of det.H.k// D pk , and analogously to (16), we may state
our second recurrence relation:
Lemma 2. If Bk is the Brahma matrix and Yk is defined as in (20) then
Bk 0
0 1

YkC1 D BkC1:
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Proof. This follows by direct computation and use of Eq. (2). Indeed,26666666664
ak −s1 −s2a2 −sk−1ak−1 0
r1
0 d2r2 : : : 0
:::
.
.
.
0 : : : 0 dk−1rk−1
0 : : : 0 1
37777777775
24 1 0 −sk0 Ik−1 0
akC1 0 dkrk
35
D
26666666664
ak −s1 −s2a2 −skak
r1
0 d2r2 : : :
:::
.
.
.
0 : : : 0 dkrk
akC1 0 : : : 0 dkrk
37777777775
:
An immediate application of this is:
Theorem 2. If Bk and Hk are defined as in (17) and (19) then
(i) H.k/ D H2H3   Hk D
h
Bk 0
0 In−k
i
; k > 2.
(ii) Bn D H2H3   Hn (Brahma matrix).
(iii) Bke1 D ak .
(iv) det.Bn/ D pn D d2d2    dn.
Proof. We prove this by induction on k. For k D 3, we have
H2H3 D
24B2 0 00 1 0
0 0 In−3
35Y3 0
0 In−3

D

B3 0
0 In−3

;
where we used Lemma 2 and the fact that Y2 D B2.
Next let us assume that
H.k/ D

Bk 0
0 In−k

;
and post multiply byHkC1. This gives again, on account of Lemma 2, that24Bk 0 00 1 0
0 0 In−k
35YkC1 0
0 In−k

D

BkC1 0
0 In−k

;
as desired.
(ii) This is clear from the form of Bk . (iii) Since det.Hk/ D dk this follows at
once.
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Let us now turn to the interaction of Sn and Bn, and the relation between Bn and
adj.Sn/. We shall need two families of diagonal matrices.
For k D 2; : : : ; n we define
Pn D diag.1; d2; d3; : : : ; dn/ and Qn D diag.dn; 1; d2; : : : ; dn−1/ (21)
as well as
Dk D diag.dk; d2; d2d3; : : : ; dk−1dk/ and Ek D pk=Dk: (22)
We note thatD2 D d2I2, while E2 D I2. Moreover pk=dk D d2d3    dk−2 is well
defined and does not need any inversion. Clearly DkEk D pkI and we could write
Ek D pkI=Dk: We begin with a preliminary result.
Lemma 3. G.k/H.k/ D .Gk   G3G2/.H2H3   Hk/ D Dk  In−k:
Proof. Again we shall prove this by induction. For k D 2, we get
G2H2 D

X2 0
0 In−2

D

Y2 0
0 In−2

D

d2I2 0
0 In−2

;
since X2Y2 D p2I2. So let us assume that the result holds for k factors. We form
GkC1.G.k/H.k//HkC1 D GkC1.Dk  In−k/HkC1 and have to show that this equals
DkC1  In−k−1: Using their respective block representations we get
XkC1 0
0 In−k−1
24Dk 0 00 1 0
0 0 In−k−1
35YkC1 0
0 In−k−1

; (23)
to which we apply our third recurrence relation.
Lemma 4. Let Xk; Yk andDk be given as in (11), (20) and (22). Then
XkC1

Dk 0
0 1

YkC1 D DkC1
Proof. From the definitions of Xk;Dk and Yk and the recursion (2), we have
24 rk skIk−1
−akC1 dk
35
26666664
dk
d2
d2d3
dk−1dk
1
37777775
24 1 0 −sk0 Ik−1 0
akC1 0 dkrk
35
D diag.dkC1; d2; d2d3; : : : ; dk−1dk; dkdkC1/;
which equalsDkC1.
Applying this to (23) we arrive at diag(DkC1; In−k−1), as desired.
For the special case when k D n, we arrive at:
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Theorem 3. Let Sn and Bn be defined as in (15) and (17). Then
.a/ SnBn D BnSn D Dn; (24)
.b/ Dn D PnQn: (25)
Proof. (a) Set k D n in Lemma 3. By symmetry it follows that SnBn D Dn as well.
(b) The identity Dn D PnQn is trivial.
We note in passing that
Qn D X−1PnX; (26)
where X is the n n cyclic matrix Ten; e1; : : : ; en−1U. We have seen from the explicit
forms of Sn and Bn, that Sna D dne1 and Bne1 D a. Thus whilst Sn sweeps out
column a, Bn simultaneously completes a to a matrix which is a delay inverse of Sn,
i.e., SnBn D BnSn D diagonal. As such we have illustrated the dual Brahma–Shiva
phenomena even for singular matrices.
We next turn to the question of adjoints, which is where the form ofBn originated,
be it at a lower level. The matrix Bn is related to adj(Sn) as follows. From the product
rule for adjoints, we may state that
adj.Sn/ D adj.Gn   G2/ D adj.G2/adj.G3/    adj.Gn/ D U2   Un: (27)
Our aim is to simplify this product. First we need our fourth recurrence relation.
Lemma 5. If Ek; Yk and Zk are defined as in (18), (20) and (22) then
Ek 0
0 pk

ZkC1 D YkC1EkC1; k > 2:
Proof. We have
diag

pk
dk
;
pk
d2
; : : : ;
pk
dk−1dk
; pk
24 dk 0 −sk0 dkC1Ik−1 0
akC1 0 rk
35
D
2666664
pk −pksk=dk
pkC1=d2
.
.
.
pkC1=.dk−1dk/
pkakC1 pkrk
3777775
D
24 1 −sk0 Ik−1 0
akC1 0 dkrk
35 diagpkC1
dkC1
;
pkC1
d2
; : : : ;
pkC1
dk−1dk
;
pkC1
dkdkC1

D YkC1EkC1:
We shall now use this in our next result.
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Lemma 6. The matrices Uk;Hk and Ek are related via the identity
U2U3   Uk D H2H3   Hk.Ek  pkIn−k/ for k D 2; : : : ; n:
Proof. For k D 3 we have
U2U3DH2
2664
1
1
d2
d2I
3775
2664
d2 0 −s2
0 d3 0
a3 0 r2
d3I
3775
D
2664
d2 0 −s2
0 d3 0
d2a3 0 r2
d3I
3775
D
2664
1 0 −s2
0 1 0
a3 0 d2r2
d3I
3775
2664
d2
d3
1
d2d3I
3775 D H2H3E3:
Next, we assume that U2U3   Uk D H2H3   Hk.Ek  pkIn−k/; and form
U2U3   UkC1 D H2H3   Hk.Ek  pkIn−k/UkC1:
By Lemma 5 this gives24Ek pk
pkIn−k−1
35ZkC1 0
0 In−k−1

D

YkC1EkC1 0
0 In−k−1

D

YkC1 0
0 In−k−1
 
ZkC1 0
0 In−k−1

;
as required.
We now come to our last main result:
Theorem 4. Let Sn and Bn be defined as in (15) and (17). Then
.a/ adj.Bn/ D U2U3   Un D H2H3   Hn:En D BnEn; (28)
.b/ Sn adj.Sn/ D Sn.BnEn/ D DnEn D pnIn: (29)
Proof.
(i) This follows by combining Lemma 6 with Theorem 2(i).
(ii) This is clear from part (i).
Remarks.
(i) What (24) shows is that in the identity
Sn.BnEn/ D Sn adj.Sn/ D DnEn D pnI (30)
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we may actually cancel the diagonal matrix En. As such it is more basic.
(ii) While Sna D dne1 we only do get adj.Sn/e1 D pna.
(iii) It is instructive to prove Theorem 2 by direct computation.
(iv) The columns hk defined in (5) satisfy the nested relation
hTi D T.ri−1ri−2    rj /hTj ; .ri−1ri−2    rjC1sj /; : : :U for i > j;
as well as the identity
hTi
−sjaj
dj rj

D 0 for i > j > 2:
These may be used to check directly that SnBn D Dn.
(iv) If we permute the top row to the bottom, then Sn gives the desired Hessenberg
formHn.
(v) In general hk is not a submatrix of hkC1. In the special case of Given’s rotations
however, we shall see that this is true.
(vi) In general SB D D does not imply thatBS D D. However, it does follows that
SB D cI ) BS D cI .
(vii) It remains an open question whether, given a one can find matrices S and V,
which satisfy Sna D dne1; Vne1 D a, and SnVn D I D VnSn.
(viii) We started with the elimination process and obtained the completion process
as a by-product. It is not obvious how to reverse this procedure.
5. Special cases
Let us now turn to two special cases, where
(i) a1 divides d1; which gives a more “complete” formula, and
(ii) where dk divides ai for 2 6 i 6 k and (8) holds.
Case (i): If d1 D a1h1, we can multiply Sn by diag.1; h1; 1; : : : ; 1/ to obtain the
more complete matrix:
QSn D diag.1; h1; 1; : : : ; 1/Sn D
266666664
hTn
−a2hT1 d1 0 : : : 0
−a3hT2
:::
:::
.
.
. 0
−anhTn−1 dn−1
377777775
:
If we likewise multiply Bn by the diagonal matrix diag.1; an; 1; : : : ; 1/ to giveQBn, then
QSn QBn D diag.dn; d1d2; d2d3; : : : ; dn−1dn/: (31)
Case (ii): In the special case where dk divides ai for 2 6 i 6 k, we may state:
Corollary 1. If a0kdk D ak and di D diC1fi; i D 1; 2 : : : ; then we may factor Sn
and Bn as Sn D Pn OSn and Bn D OBnQn, where
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OSn D
26666664
hTn
−a02 a01 0 : : : 0
−a03hT2 f2
:::
:::
.
.
. 0
−a0nhTn−1 fn−1
37777775 ; (32)
OBn D
2666666666664
a0k −s1 −s2a02 −sia0i −sn−1a0n−1
r1
0 r2 : : :
.
.
.
::: ri
.
.
.
0 : : : 0 rn−1
3777777777775
(33)
and
Pn.I − OSn OBn/Qn D 0: (34)
The latter shows that if the di are not divisors of zero, then OBn D . OSn/−1. In this
special case we may also scale the planar rotations to
OG2 D
24 r1 −s1 0−a02 a01 0
0 0 In−2
35 and OGk D
2664
rk−1 sk−1
Ik−2 0
−a0k d 0k−1
0 In−k
3775 ;
k D 3; 4; : : : ; which again sweep out entries a2; a3; : : : This time however, the de-
terminants are 2 D .a01r1 C a02s1/ and kC1 D .fkrk C a0kC1sk/; k > 2, respectively.
Needless to say, dkk D dk for k D 2; 3; : : : ; and when dk is not a zero divisor, then
k D 1. Moreover the product OGn; : : : ; OG2 precisely equals Bn, with determinant
γ D 23    n.
Let us now turn to the four special applications and show that they all fit precisely
into the above mold, and that as such, one theory covers all cases.
6. Applications
Assume we are given a nonzero vector [a1; : : : ; anUT.
Case (I) The Gauss matrix.
Suppose that R is field, and we select in the ideal recurrence relation (2) rk D
1; sk D 0 and dk D a1: Then the Brahma and Shiva matrices are given by:
Bn D

a1 0
a2 I

; Sn D

1 0
−a2 a1I

and SnBn D a1I D BnSn:
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These correspond to the usual column sweep without division.
Case (II) The gcd case.
Suppose that R is a Euclidean domain, such as Z or FTU. In (2) we select dk D
gcd.a1; : : : ; ak/ D hTk ak; k D 2; : : : ; n. Since dk divides ak and cannot be a zero
divisor, (34) holds. Thus SnBn D I . It is evident that this yields a unimodular matrix
which has a as its first column. This example was first constructed by Hermite [2],
using a different method.
Case (III) Givens Rotations.
There are numerous ways of sweeping out a 2 1 complex column using ortho-
gonal matrices [1]. They will all be related via a diagonal scaling. The fundamental
2 1 Givens sweep is contained in the following product. Na=d Nb=d
−b=d a=d
 
a
b

D

d
0

; with d2 D jaj2 C jbj2 :
It is easily seen that the matrix here is unitary. This time we pick dk= kak, and
set up our recurrence relation to successively compute dk. Indeed, if r1 D Na1=d1
and s1 D Na2=d2 as well as rk D dk=dkC1 and sk D NakC1=dkC1 for k D 2; : : : ; n, then
the recurrence relation (2) holds. Consequently, since dk divides ak, we may apply
Corollary 1, in which hTk precisely equals a

k=dk D a†k, which is the Moore–Penrose
inverse of ak. This gives us
OSn D
266666664
a†n
−.a2=d2/ .a1=d2/ 0 : : : 0
−.a3=d3/a†2 .d2=d3/
:::
:::
.
.
. 0
−.an=dn/a†n−1 .dn−1=dn/
377777775
: (35)
It is no accident that this time OBn D OSn , so that both are unitary! Thus OSn is
precisely the product of the Given’s rotations that would be used to sweep out
column a.
We may of course instead use the unscaled Shiva matrix Sn from (15)
Sn D
266666664
a†n
−a2 a1 0 : : : 0
−a3a†2 d2
:::
:::
.
.
. 0
−ana†n−1 dn−1
377777775
; (36)
and its associated Brahma matrix
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Bn D
2666666666664
an −Na2=d2 −Na3a2=d3 −NakC1ak=dkC1 −Nan−2an−1=dn−1
Na1=d2 d22=d3
0 : : :
.
.
.
::: d2k =dkC1
.
.
.
0 : : : 0 d2n−1=dn
3777777777775
(37)
yielding a diagonal product of diag(dn; d2; d2d3; : : :/.
Case (IV) Hand calculations.
A second choice for our complex recurrence parameters, which is useful in hand
calculations, is to take
dk D kakk2; r1 D Na1; s1 D Na2, and rk D 1; sk D NakC1 for k > 2. In this case, hk D
Nak, and (15) gives
Sn D
26666664
an
−a2 d1 0 : : : 0
−a3a2 d2
:::
:::
.
.
. 0
−anan−1 dn−1
37777775 ; with Bn D S

n; (38)
resulting in a product of SnSn D diag.kank2; ka2k2; : : : ; kan−1k2kank2/:
For a more complete case we add the initial condition d1 D ka1k2 and h1 D Na1.
This gives
QSn D
26666664
an
−a2a1 d1 0 : : : 0
−a3a2 d2
:::
:::
.
.
. 0
−anan−1 dn−1
37777775 ; (39)
with QSn QSn D diag.1; j a1 j; : : : ; 1/:
We may use the latter case to introduce one of the easiest-by hand-methods for
constructing a real orthogonal basis for the left nullspaceL.a/ of a real vector a. This
time it is more convenient to use the Hessenberg form.
Example. First assume a1 =D 0.
We define the real Hessenberg Matrix:H.a/ by
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H.a/ D
2666666664
−a2a1 ka1k2 0 : : : 0
−a3a1 −a3a2 ka2k2
−a4a1 −a4a2 −a4a3 ka3k2
:::
:::
.
.
.
−ana1 −ana2 −ana3 : : : −anan−1 kan−1k2
a1 a2 : : : an−1 an
3777777775
:
It is easely to verify that Ha D kak2en, so that the top n− 1 rows form an
orthogonal basis for L(a/, the left nullspace of a. As an example we take a D
T1; 2;−1; 3; 1; 2UT, from which we can write down at once
H.a/ D
26666664
−2 1
1 2 5
−3 −6 3 6
−1 −2 1 −3 15
−2 −4 2 −6 −2 16
1 2 −1 3 1 2
37777775 :
Several remarks are now in place.
(i) The matrix H is easy to write down by hand. In a way it is similar to the Gram–
Schmidt method.
(ii) It is sparser than the Witt–Householder matrix.
(iii) It can be constructed as
H D L−

D1 0
0 0
 
T 0
0 0
 
D2 0
0 0

;
where
D1 D diag.a2; : : : ; an/; D2 D diag.a1; : : : ; an−1/;
T is lower triangular of all ones, and L is a Leslie matrix of the form
L D
26664
0 1
0
.
.
.
n−1
a1 a2 : : : an
37775 with k D kakk2:
This makes it easy to reconstruct and store.
(iv) The operation count needed to multiply Hx is about double that of the W–H
map, namelyMAD D .O.2n/;O.n2/; 0/.
(v) The above construction is stable and works equally well for small entries.
(vi) If a1 D    D ak D 0 then we either replace rows 1 through k of H by eTi ; i D
1; : : : ; k, or we may permute the entries in a to get a (large) non-zero first entry
(excepting the last entry). Indeed, ifH 0Pa D 0 then the first n− 1 rows ofH 0P
still form an orthogonal basis matrix for L.a/.
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(vi) If ai D 0 with i > 1, we may replace row(column) i − 1 by eTi .ei /
(vii) H is lower Hessenberg and non-derogatory if all ai =D 0.
As a second example we consider b D T1; ;−1; ; 1UT. Then
H.b/ D
266664
− 1
−1 − .1C 2/
− −2  .2C 2/
−1 − 1 − .2C 2/
1  −1  1
377775 :
Lastly to find an orthogonal basis for the nullspace N.T0; 1; 2; 0;−1; 2; 0; 0; 1U/,
we may use the matrix
H 0 D
26666666666664
1 0T
−2 0 1 −2 0 0 −1 1
1 0 1 −2 0 0 −1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 5 2 0 0 1 −1
6 0 0 −2 2
1 0 0 0
1 0 0
10 1
37777777777775
:
Case (V) The regular case.
This is a local case in which we assume that the partial vector ak D Ta1; : : : ; akUT
is von Neumann regular for k D 1; : : : ; n. That is, ak.hTk /ak D ak for some inner
inverse .hTk / of ak. This does not say that each of the entries ai is regular, except
for a1. Now ak is regular is equivalent to saying that for each k D 1; 2; : : : ; n the
ideal ha1; : : : ; aki generated by the entries in ak, is also generated by an idempotent
dk D J.ak/: That is, hdki D ha1; : : : ; aki. Indeed, dk D .hTk /ak . The extra feature in
this case is that dk D d2k and hence that dkdkC1 D dk . We may remark again that hTk
is k  1 and that it is not a submatrix of hn. The regularity guarantees that dkak D ak
and hence we may construct the ideal recurrence relation with
r1 D h.2/1 ; s1 D h.2/2 and
rk D hTkC1

ak
0

D a1h.kC1/1 C a2h.kC1/2 C    C akh.kC1/k and sk D h.kC1/kC1 ak;
which satisfy (2). Since dk divides ak , we may apply Corollary 1 and (34) holds.
That is,
Pn.I − OSn OBn/−1Pn D 0; (40)
where Pn D diag.1; d2; d3; : : : ; dn/. Again, if the di are not zero divisors we can
recover the invertible pair OSn OBn D I . In general however, we cannot drop the idem-
potent matrix Pn.
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Let us close with several pertinent comments and an open question.
1. Strictly speaking all we require in Case (V) is that a suitable multiple of ak be
regular.
2. It is not clear if and how Case (V) can be extended to handle Rao idempotents for
commutative regular rings.
3. It would be of interest to know if any other cases can be found that fit into the
ideal recurrence relation mold.
4. Since the Witt–Householder transformation is related to the modified Gram–
Schmidt algorithm, it should in principle be possible to represent the former as
a spliced product.
5. Is there a global analogue where we can take larger “steps” ?
6. We may without loss of generality place the row hTn at the bottom of Sn, thereby
yielding a matrix in Hessenberg form.
7. The ideal recurrence relation can be extended to matrices with commuting blocks,
but it is not clear if anything new will be obtained in this manner.
8. Because of its special form,
.S/ij D h.n/j ; .S/ij D
8<:
−a2 if j D 2;
−a1h.i/j if 2 6 j;
di if j D i;
the operation count to create Sn is O.n/. Indeed, the h.i/j are stored and we only
have to compute the dk which has an operation count ofMAD D .n; n − 1; 0/. In
general hk is not related to hkC1 and thus the operation counts add, giving a total
count of O.n2/. We also have to form aihi , which takes another O.n2/ steps.
9. In the real case, as with most numerical computations, it is more efficient to leave
a matrix in product form. The above matrix is no exception. In other words, to
compute Sb it is more efficient to successively pre-multiply b by G2;G3; : : : ;
rather than form Sb. In fact successive pre-multiplication by the Gk has an op-
eration count of MAD D .4n− 8; 2n− 2; 0/ which is about twice that of the
Witt–Householder transformation.
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